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I f  b is an ideal in a commutative noetherian ring A, denote by R(A, 6) = 
@z==, b” the Rees ring and by G,(b) = @:=a bn/bn+l the associated graded 
ring of A with respect to b. 
The problem we are concerned with is the following: if a = (a, ,..., a,) 
a, ,..., a, an A-sequence, and A is Cohen-Macaulay, is it true that R(A, an) 
and G,(a”) are Cohen-Macaulay ? 
Partial answers to this question have been given by Barshay in [2] and by 
Hochster and Ratliff in [5]. In this paper we firstly compute the Krull 
dimension of R(A, b) and then we exhibit a regular sequence of Y + 1 
elements in the Rees ring, starting from a regular sequence of r elements 
in the ring A (Theorem 2.5); these facts allow us to give a general affirmative 
answer to the above mentioned problem (Theorems 3.1 and 3.2). Further we 
prove that when A is Cohen-Macaulay, the symmetric algebra of the ideal 
a, ,..., a,)% is Cohen-Macaulay if and only if Y = 1 or it = 1, or r = ?z = 2 
ITheorem 3.6). 
1. DIMENSION OF R(A, a) 
Let A be a noetherian ring with a unit element 1 and a an ideal in A. Let X 
be an indeterminate over A. The Rees ring R = R(A, a) of A with respect 
to a is defined to be the subring of A[X] consisting of all finite sums XL, c,X8 
with c, E aY (with the convention that a0 = A). I f  ai ,..., a, is a basis of a, 
we may also express R in the form R = A[a,X,..., a,X], which shows that A 
is also a Noetherian graded ring. If  b is an ideal of A we shall denote by b” 
the homogeneous ideal bA[X] n R. Then b* can be described as the set of all 
finite sums Cl0 c,X* with c, E b n as. It is clear that b* n A = b and 
therefore, if b, , 6, are ideals of A, with b, C b, , then b,* C ba*. 
* This work was supported by the C.N.R. (Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche). 
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PROPOSITION 1.1. Let R = R(A, a), where a = (aI ,..., a,) is an ideal of A. 
Then the following statements hold: 
(i) I f  b is an ideal of A, then R/b* N R(A/b, a + b/b). 
(ii) I f  b, , b, are ideals of A, then (b, n b,)* = b,* n b,* and b,*b,* _C 
(b&J*. 
(iii) I f  b = &, qj is a normal decomposition of an ideal b of A, where 
qj is pj-primary, then pi* is prime, qi* is pj*-primary, and b* = nL1 qj” is 
a normal decomposition of b*. 
The proofs may essentially be found in [9, Lemmas 1.1, 1.3, Theorem 1.51. 
Remark 1.2. Let ‘$3 be a prime ideal of R, p = ‘$J I-I A and q a prime 
ideal of A such that q* _C !$I Then R/q* -N R(A/q, a + q/q) = 
(4-@&X..., G.4 and ‘-P/q* n A/q = p/q. 
Applying the altitude inequality [I 1, Proposition 2, p. 3261 we get: 
h(‘Wq*) + t4,pWfP) G h(plq) + t4mWq*), (1) 
where td stands for transcendence degree. 
Now the minimal prime ideals of R are the ideals q*, where q is a minimal 
prime ideal of A (Proposition l.l(iii)). Therefore, since td,,,(R/q*) < 1, 
we get 
h(13) < h(p) + 1. (2) 
But for every prime ideal p of A, h(p) < h(p*), hence 
h(p) < h(p*) < h(p) + 1. (3) 
From (2) and (3) it follows that 
dimA < dimR < dimA + 1. (4) 
Next suppose that b is an ideal of A; from the corresponding inequality for 
prime ideals, one can easily check that 
h(b) < h(b*) < h(b) + 1. (5) 
We can now sharpen the inequalities (3)-(5). 
PROPOSITION 1.3. Let b be an ideal of A and let p1 ,..., vn be the minimal 
prime ideals associated with 6, such that h(b) = h(pi), i = I,..., n. 
Then h(b*) = h(b) + 1 ;f and on& if h(pi*) = h(p,) + 1 for i = l,..., TZ. 
Proof. Suppose h(b*) = h(b) + 1; then for i = I,..., n h(p,) + 1 > 
h(pi*) > h(b*) = h(b) + 1 = h(p,) + 1, hence h(pi*) = h(pi) + 1. Con- 
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versely, let p* be a minimal prime associated with b*. I f  h(p) = h(b), h(p*) = 
h(p)+1 =h(b)+l; if h(p) > h(b), h(p*) >, h(p) > h(b) + 1. Hence 
h(b*) = h(b) + 1. 
THEOREM 1.4. Let p be a prime ideal of A and let p1 ,..., pn be the minimal 
prime ideals of A, such that h(p/p,) = h(p), i = l,..., n. Then h(p*) = 
h(p)+lifandonlyifaCpandaen~=,pi. 
Proof. Suppose h(p*) = h(p) + 1. Let q be a minimal prime of A such 
that h(p*) = h(p*/q*); by Remark 1.2 (1) we get h(p) + 1 = h(p*) = 
hb*lq*) < h(p*lq*) + thpW*) G h(h) + t6t,q(Rlq*) G h(p) + 
t4m(Rlq*) G h(p) + 1. 
Hence td,,,(R/p*) = 0, td,,,(R/q*) = 1 and h(p) = h(p/q). Therefore 
a C p, a g q and q = pi for some i. 
Conversely, let a C p and a $ pr . Then (R/p,*)[X] = (A/p,)[X]; applying 
again the altitude inequality we obtain: 
h(p) + t4w4Al~)[Xl G ~(P*/P,*) + tdw&!!i~d[Xl~ 
Thus, since tdRlpl.(A/pl)[X] = 0 and tdRlp*(A/p)[X] = 1, it follows that 
h(p) + 1 < h(p*). Hence h(p*) = h(p) + 1. 
COROLLARY 1 S. Let p be a prime ideal of A and let p1 ,..., pn be the minimal 
prime ideals of A, such that h(p) = h(p/p,), i = l,..., n. Let ‘$I = (p, a,X ,..., a,X). 
Then h(p) < h(‘$) < h(p) + 1 and h(‘$) = h(p) + 1 ifand only if a $ nj”=, pj. 
Proof. $JJ can be described as the set of all polynomials Ci=, c,Xs E R 
with c E p. Hence p* C ‘J.$ $3 n A = p, R/‘$ e Alp, and ‘$ is prime. From 
this it follows h(p) < h(p*) < h(cj.3) ,< h(p) + 1 (Remark 1.2 (2)). Further 
Q = p* if and only if a C p. Now suppose h(Q) = h(p) + 1. If  p* = !& 
then h(p*) = h(p) + 1, h ence a $ #=r pj by Theorem 1.4; if p * C ‘p then 
a $ p, hence a $ (Jo=, pi . C onversely let a $ fly=, pj . I f  p* = v, then 
a c p; thus, from Theorem 1.4, it follows h(Q) = h(p*) = h(p) + 1. 
If  p* C ‘p, h(‘@) = h(p) f  1 since h(p*) > h(p). 
COROLLARY 1.6. Let p1 ,..., pn be the minimal prime ideals of A, such that 
dim A = dim A/p,. Then dim R = dim A + 1 if and only if a $ & pj . 
Proof. Suppose dim R = dim A + 1. Let %lI be a maximal ideal of R such 
that h(m) = dim R, let m = Y.JI n A, and let q be a minimal prime ideal of A 
such that h(%II j'= h(YJ/q*). It follows by Remark 1.2 (1) that - 
dim A + 1 = h(Y.II) = h(rrJr/q*) < h(m/q) + tdA,&R/q*) < dim A + 1; 
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hence td,,,(R/q*) = 1 and h(m/q) = dim A. Therefore a g q and q = pi 
for some i. 
Conversely, let a $ p1 and let nt be a maximal ideal of A, such that h(m) = 
h(ln/p,) = dim A. Then if %I = (m, 0,X,..., a,X), by Corollary 1.5, 
dimR>h(1)32)=h(m)+l =dimA+l. 
Remark 1.7. J. Barshay proved that dim R = dim A + 1 for any ideal 
a of A, when A is a finite integral domain over a field k [2, Proposition 21. 
Further if we denote by R’ = R’(A, a) the ring 0:: an = R(A, a)[X-7, 
then dim R’ = dim A + 1 for any ideal a of A [8, Remark 3.7].([8, Remark 
3.71 is stated only for a local ring A. However the proof carries over to the case 
where A is an arbitrary ring.) Now let us consider the associated graded ring 
of A with respect to the ideal a, G,(a) = @T-s an/an+‘. 
Then RI/(X-l) N RIaR E G,(a); since X-l is not a zero-divisor in R’ 
and for every maximal ideal m of A, h(nt, 6,X,..., aJ, X-l) = h(m) + 1 
it follows that dim G,(a) = dim A for any ideal a of A. 
2. REGULAR SEQUENCES IN R(A, an) AND R’(A, an) 
Let a, ,..., a, be an A-sequence. a = (a, ,..., a,), rr > 1. In this section 
we exhibit regular sequences in R(A, an) and R’(A, an) consisting of r + 1 
elements. 
We need some subsidiary results to build on. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let A be a ring, let a, ,..., a7 be an A-sequence and let a = 
(al ,..., a,). Then for every s > 1, p 2 s and i = I,..., r, ap n (uls ,..., ai8) = 
ap-s(a18,..., ais). 
Proof. The proof is by induction on p. If p = s, then the conclusion is 
obvious. Let p > s, then by our inductive assumption a” n (al”,..., uis) = 
ap n au-r n (ulS,..., uis) = ap n ap-+l(als,..., @) = ap n 6, where 6 is the 
ideal generated by the elements up +.. u? such that q1 + ... + q,. = p - 1 
and pi 2 s for same j, 1 <j ,( i. Since a, ,..., a, is a regular sequence, if 
F(& ,..., Xi) is a homogeneous polynomial of degree p - 1 over A such that 
Fh ,-.., ai) E ap’, then all coefficients ofF are in a. Hence a” n (al”,..., a,“) = 
ap n 6 = a6 = ap-s(als,..., ais). 
Remark 2.2. The above result is proved in [7, Corollary 3.61 only for a 
Macaulay ring A. 
Now let a, ,..., a, be an A-sequence, let a = (a, ,..., a,.), n > 1 and let 
R = R(A, an). Further, as in Section 1, if 6 is an ideal of A, 6* is the homo- 
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geneous ideal bA[X] n R, and bR is the ideal consisting off all finite sums 
zi=, c,Xs with c, E bans, 
LEMMA 2.3. With the previous notations, the following statements hold: 
(i) (aIn ,..., ai”)* = (a,” ,..., ai”, alRX ,..., a,“X) for each i = l,..., Y. 
(ii) (aIn ,..., a,“)*: a:+,, = (alql ,..., a,“)* for each i = 0 ,..., r - 1 (a0 = 0). 
(iii) anR n (aln ,..., ain)* = (aIn ,..., a,“)R for each i = l,..., r. 
Proof. (i) I f  cXt is a homogeneous element of (al’I,..., a,“)*, then 
c E (a,“,..., a,“) n ant. I f  t = 0, c E (a,” ,..., a,“)A; if t > 0, by Lemma 1.2, 
c E (p’t-1) (a,“,..., a,“)A. From this it follows (a,” ,..., ain)* C (up ,..,, ain, 
alnX,..., a,“X), since (a,“,..., ain)* is a homogeneous ideal; the other inclusion 
is obvious. 
(ii) Since a,“,..., urn is an A-sequence, the conclusion follows from 
Proposition 1.1 (iii). 
(iii) It is clear that (aIn,..., a,“)R C anR n (aIn,..., ain)*. Now let cXt 
be a homogeneous element of anR n (aIn,..., a,“)*; then c E a”tt+l) n 
(qfi,..., up) n ant = ant(aln,..., a,“) by Lemma 2.1, hence cXt E (a,” ,..., ain)R. 
This concludes the proof, since anR n (a,“,..., a,“)* is a homogeneous ideal. 
LEMMA 2.4. (a”R, a,%X ,..., &X): uinX = (a”R, a,%X ,..., &X)~OY each 
i = l,..., r(uo = 0). 
Proof. Let cXt be a” element of R such that cXtainX E (afiR, ulnX,..., &X). 
Then Cain = d + XfIi fjujn with d E an(t+2), fj E ant; hence d E an(t+2) n 
F- 
a,“) = anct+l)(aln,..., a,“) by Lemma 2.1. Therefore cuin + gain E 
uIn ,..., u,‘_,) with g E a”“+l); this implies c + g E (aIn ,..., ay-l) n aTat. Now if 
t =O, cEan; if t > 0, by Lemma 2.1, c + g E a”+l)(u,” ,..., a:-,), hence 
c E antt+l) + a”+l)(a,“,..., a;ll). This shows that cXt E (anR, alnX ,..., C&X), 
and the lemma follows since (anR, a,“X,..., a:-,X): ainX is a homogeneous 
ideal. 
We are now in position to prove the main result of this section. 
THEOREM 2.5. Let A be a noetherian ring and let a, ,. . ., a, be an A- 
sequence. Let u = (al ,..., a,), n > 1 and R = R(A, an). Then aIn, u,“X + 
azn,..., C,X + a,“, a,“X is an R-sequence. 
Proof. Set f,  = uy-,X + ajn (j = l,..., r + 1; a, = a,,, = 0) and 
ni = ( fl ,..., fJ i = l,..., Y. Since obviously aln is a regular element of R, 
we must show that ni: fi+l = n( for each i = l,..., r. We shall prove this in 
several steps. 
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Step 1. (ni , uzn ,..., ain): fi+l = (ni , nz*l ,..., uin) for i = I,..., r - 1 and 
( u2n )..., urn): fr,.l = (n, ) PR). 
IL I,..., Y - 1, applying Lemma 2.3 and Lemma 2.4 we get: 
(ni , %n,..., C): h+1 
= (uln )...) uin, ulnX ,...) u,“_,X): uinx + u;+l 
_c [(al%,..., up)*: u;+J n [(a”& u,~X ,..., C&X): ui”X] 
= (~,“,..., a,“)* n (GR, alnX ,..., &X) 
= (u,“X ,..., &X) + a”R n (uln ,..., a,“)* 
= (u,“X )..., a:-“_,X, uln )..., u,y 
= (IQ , u2n ,...) up). 
Now it is clear that (n, , a”R) C (n, , uzT1,..., urn): u,.nX; but we have also 
(n,, uzn ,..., a,“): urnXC (anR, u,“X ,..., u,“_,X): u,“X =(a”R, ulnX ,..., &X)= 
(anR, n,), and this proves the second statement. 
Step 2. (ni , uzn ,..., &): uin = (anR, ulnX ,..., a&X) for i = 2 ,..., Y. 
If  an element f  of R belongs to (ni , ~a~,..., &): uin, we can write fain = 
g + h + pfi whereg E niPI , h E (u2% ,..., a:-,)R. Thenp$,X E (anR, ulnX ,..., 
C&X) and p E (a”R, alnX ,..., &,X) from Lemma 2.4. Therefore fain + 
quin E (aIn,..., a;“,>* with q E anR; it follows from Lemma 2.3(ii) that 
f + q E (uln ,..., aI”,)*, so f E (anR, ulsX ,..., urPIX). For the other inclusion 
iff E a”R, fain = ffi - fXui”_, E (ni , uan ,..., a;-,), and the conclusion follows. 
Step 3. For any integers p, k such that 2 < p < r - 1, 2 ,< k < Y, 
the following statements hold: 
(4 (it, , u2n,..., uF-_,+& fs+l = (n, , uzn,..., uL+2) for s = p,..., r - I, 
6%) h , Use,..-, u~-~+,): u&+~ = (anR, ulnX ,..., uyPIX) for t = k ,..., Y. 
Since (CGJ follows from Step 1 and (PJ from Step 2, it suffices to prove 
(i) I f  I = 2,..., r - 1, and both (~+j3J hold, then (/3l+1) holds. 
(ii) I f  m = 2 ,*-., r - 2 and both (cq,J&,J hold, then (arn+J holds. 
(i) I f  and element f of R belongs to (n, , aen,..., &): u:-~+~ with 
1 + 1 < t < r, we can write 
fuL+l = g + h ifin, 
where g E ntdl , h E (uzn ,..., &)R. Then f$ E (utel , uzn ,..., u~-~+J and, since 
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(01~) holds and 1 < t - 1 < r - 1, u E (n-l) aan ,..., u:-~+~). NOW f t  = 
a:-,X + utn and u~--l+luta = etnft-l+l - uZ~-~(~PX) E (ntpl , uZ”_J, hence 
f&+1 + 4&.&X E h-1 , %n,..., &). But (/3J holds and I < t - 1 < 
Y - 1, so f  + &-,X E (anR, uInX ,..., uT_aX) and f  e (CR, ulnX ,..., c&X). 
Conversely if f  E anR, fuTe,+, = fftMLtl - &(fX) E (nt , &); if t-Z+ 1 < 
j < t - 1, (qX)&+l = utn-l+lfj+l - $++lft--l+1 + u:-l(u;+lX) E (nt , &). 
(ii) Since (a,) is true it suffices to prove that if f  is an element of R such 
that f&,,+, E (n, , a2A,..., 4++J: .L , then fuL+, E (n, , azn,..., 4L+J 
with nz + 1 < s < r - 1. But iffu~~,+,f,+, E (n, , uzn,..., a:-,+J, since (&J 
holds, ffs+r E (anR, u,*X ,..., ufmlX), hence fusnX E (anR, ulnX ,..., &X); 
therefore f  E (a”R, alnX ,..., uZrX) and applying again (pm) we get the 
conclusion. 
Step 4. Forp = l,..., Y (n, , uan ,..., a,“) :fr+l = (n,, uZn ,..., a,“, an@-p+l)) 
If p = r the corresponding equality is proved in Step 1. Thus we may assume 
p < r and (tt, , u2% ,..., a:+,): f7+1 = (n, , uan ,..., a;,, , an@-p)). With these 
assumptions we must show that iffE an(r-p)R andf + gu:,, E (n, , a2n,..., a*n): 
fr+l then f  + guz,, E (n, , ~a~,..., a,“, antr-p+l)). Now we can write ffT+l = 
fa,.nX = C~~,“-‘(-l)j+~X~r-j+r + (-l)r-P+yXr-Pub,,, hence if (f+gu!+,)fr+l 
E(T 3 Use,..., uDn) it follows that (-l)T+~+lfX+pa~+l + ga~+larnX E 
(lt, , u2TZ ,..., upy. 
Applying (iL,+l) (2 < r - p + 1 G r) we get 
(-l)r-“+rjXr-p + gu,“X~ (anR, u,“X,..., u,“X), c*> 
hence fXT-D E (a”R, ur”X,..., urnX). Thus we can write f = h + & uingt , 
where h E anfr-p+l)R, gi E an+*-l)R, and substituting in (*) 
(- l)r-p+lgruTnX’-p $ ga,“X E (a”R, alnX ,..., uclX). 
From this and Lemma 2.4 it follows that 
(- l)T-p+lg,.Xr-p-l + g E (a’“R, u,“X ,..., ur”-rX) 
and applying again (/3T--p+1) 
((-l)‘-“+lg,x’-‘-l + g)ui+, E (n, ) aan,..., a,%). 
But 
(- I)-+lgrX1‘-P-lu~*l + gu;,, 
T-P 
= ga;,, + c ( -l)V-D+i-lgrxr-~-~D+$ + g&&n, 
i=2 
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hence ga;,, + gTarn E (tt, , azn,..., as”). The conclusion follows since 
r-1 
f  + gat+, = gaZ+, + barn + h + C ai% 
i=l 
= gai+l + gram + h + i ai”gi 
i=l 
r-1 j-e-1 
+ C 1 x [(-l)7’g,X~~~-, + (-l)i-“(gjXj-“)a,“], 
j=p;1 I;=0 
where gj E @-P’R as gi E a n(r--p-l)R and p + 1 < j < r - 1. For the other 
inclusion, if f  E CF(~-P+~)R then 
r-v+1 
fa,“X = C (-l)i-‘fxif,-i+l + (-1)T-~XT--9+1a9n E (n,. , azn,..., apn). 
i=l 
Step 5. (Conclusion) ttl : fi = It1 follows from Step I, with i = 1. 
Let 2 < i ,( r - 1; using (ai) with s = i we get (ni , az”): fi+l = (ni , a2n), 
hence tti : fi+l = (ni : fi+J r\ (11~) azn) = ni + [(IQ : fi+l) n azn]. Now 
[(ni : fi+J n azn] C a2n(iti : a,nfi+l) C a2n[(ni : azn) : a,“X] since a2”a$ = 
ar+,fi - al”(ai”,lX) E ni . But n, : azn = (anR, a,“X,..., acIX) by (pi) 
with t = i, thus 
a,vL[(n, : azn): ainX] 
= azn[(anR, a,“X,..., &,X): ainX] = uzn(anR, uInX ,..., a:-,X) C ni , 
and the conclusion follows. 
Finally, by Step 4 with p = 1, n, : fr+l = (n, , IP); now anrR = 
;SL ai n a n(r-l)R and if f  = ajng with g E a n+l)R, then f  = ~~~~ (-l)kgXkfj,_, E 
It,. It follows that anrR C n, and the proof of the theorem is now complete. 
Remark 2.6. The elements fj in Theorem 2.5 are not homogeneous. In 
fact let A = k[X, Y], a = (X, Y), R = R(A, a) = k[X, Y][XT, YT], 
m = (X, Y, XT, YT); then by Theorem 2.5 and Corollary 1.5,3 < gr(m) < 
h(m) = 3. However, it is not difficult to check that three homogeneous 
elements of nt can never constitute a regular sequence in R. 
Now let us consider the ring R’ = R(A, an)[X-l] (Remark 1.7) and let 
u = X-l. As an easy consequence of Lemma 2.4 we can produce a regular 
sequence of r + 1 homogeneous elements of R’. 
PROPOSITION 2.7. Let A be a noetherian ring and let a, ,..., a, be an 
A-sequence. Let a = (a, ,..., a,), n > 1 and R’ = R(A, an)[u]. Then u, 
alnX,..., a,“X is an R’-sequence. 
Proof. Since u is note a zero-divisor in R and R’/(u) E RIa%R, the 
conclusion follows from Lemma 2.4. 
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3. COHEN-MACAULAY PROPERTIES 
In this section we suppose that A is Cohen-Macaulay and we prove that 
R(A, a”), R’(A, an), G,(a”) are Cohen-Macaulay, whereas the symmetric 
algebra s,(@) of an is Cohen-Macaulay only when r = 1 or n = 1, or 
r=n=2. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let A be a Cohen-Macaulay ring and let a, ,. .., a, be an 
A-sequence, a = (a, ,..., a,), n >, 1. Then R = R(A, an) is Cohen-Macaulay. 
Proof. First we reduce the problem to the local case. Let 1uz be a maximal 
ideal in R; if ai 6 !IR for some i, then it is easy to check that A[X] C Rm . 
It follows that AIXjmnA[xl ‘v Rm, hence Rm is Cohen-Macaulay. If aR C ‘9X, 
let p = 9X n A; then p is a prime ideal of A, p S a and if T = A - p, 
R, ‘v R(A, , a”A,). Now since Rm is a localization of R, , it suffices to prove 
that R(A, , a”A,) is Macaulay. 
So we now assume A to be local with maximal ideal m and let d = dim A. 
If R, is the ideal in R generated by the forms of positive degree, we must 
show that Rc,,,~+) is Cohen-Macaulay [5, Proposition 4.101. Now, since by 
Corollary 1.5 h(m, Ii,) = d + 1, it suffices to prove that gr(m, R,) = d + 1. 
Let a, ,. .., a, , b, ,..., b, , s + r = d, be a maximal A-sequence in tn. If we 
denote by bi the ideal (b, ,..., b,)A, then bi n ap = biag [3, Lemma 21; hence 
bi* = biR for i = l,..., s. From this it follows that b,R : bi+l = bi* : bi+l = 
(Proposition l.l(iii)). bi* = b,R, i = 0 ,..., s - 1 (6, = 0), hence b, ,..., b, is 
a regular sequence in (tn, R,). Now R/bs R E R/b,* N R(A/bs , (a + b,/b,)“); 
thus by Theorem 2.5 we get that b, ,..., b,? , aIn, a,“X + azn ,..., aF-_,X + am, 
a,.“X is a regular sequence in (ut, R,). Hence gr(m, R,) = d + 1, and the 
theorem is proved. 
In much the same manner as before we obtain the same result for the 
associated graded ring of A with respect to the ideal a”. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let A be a Macaulay ring and let a, ,..., a, be an A- 
sequence a = (a, , . . . , a,), n >, 1. Then GA(a”) and R’ = R’(A, am) are 
Macaulay. 
Proof. Since G,(a”) = R’(A, a”)/(u) and u is not a zero-divisor in R’, 
we need only to prove that R’ is Macaulay. As in Theorem 3.1 we may 
assume that A is a d-dimensional local ring with maximal ideal m. Then 
1111 = (nt, R+‘, u) is the unique maximal homogeneous ideal in R’ and 
h(YJl) = d + 1 [8, Remark 3.6, 3.71. 
Now, if al ,..., a, , b, ,..., b, , s + r = d, is a maximal A-sequence in ut, 
using Proposition 2.7 and the same kind of argument as in Theorem 3.1 
one can prove that 6, ,..., b, , u, alnX ,..., a,.%X is a regular sequence in W, 
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hence gr(lUZ) = d + 1. It follows that Rm’ is racaulay, so R’ is Macaulay 
(see [IO]). 
Remark 3.3. If  b is an ideal of A, denote by S,(b) the symmetric algebra 
of b. This graded algebra can be represented as a quotient of a polynomial 
ring in this way: if b = (b, ,..., b,) S,(b) = A[X, ,..., XJq where q is 
generated by all linear forms ~~=, c,Xi such that Ci=, cibi = 0. If  we consider 
the ideal q, of A[X, ,..., X,] generated by all forms F[X, ,..., X,) such that 
F(b, >...I b,) = 0, then R(A, 6) ru A[X, ,..., Xs]/qm; hence we have an epi- 
morphism v: S,(b)R(A, b) with Ker v  = qm/q. It is well known (see [6]) 
that if b is generated by a regular sequence then S,(b) N R(A, b). 
Suppose as before that A is Macaulay, b = an where a = (ur ,..., a,) 
a, >.**, a, an A-sequence. Then if Y  = 1 or II = 1 ,S,(an) is Macaulay. So we 
may assume r, n > 2. In this situation q and qou are ideals generated by 2 x 2 
minors of a [I + (“::;“)I x r matrix U, whose first row is a, ,..., a,. and the 
following Y rows consist of a generic, symmetric Y x r matrix, that is the 
matrix whose (i, j) and ( j, i) entries are Xij (1 < i < j < r) [I, Theorem 11. 
More precisely, qa is the ideal generated by all 2 x 2 minors of U, q the ideal 
generated by those 2 x 2 minors of U involving the first row. 
Lemma 3.4 is quite possibly known; however it is needed in the following. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let a, ,..., a, be a regular sequence, Y > 2 and let M be the 
(I + 1) x r matrix obtained by adjoining a, ,..., a, as first row to a generic 
symmetric r x r matrix. Denote by I the ideal generated by all 2 x 2 minors 
of M. Then gr(1) 3 r and if r > 2, gr(l) 3 Y + 1. 
Proof. By [l, Proposition 21 we can find fi ,..., frbl EI, which form a 
regular sequence in B = A[X,, ,..., Xi,]. Let p be an associated prime of the 
ideal (fi ,..., 
x,,x,, - xiyf, ‘,““2” s:fy:;lj~2~7~7;l~~~ p;:f & ‘,::$; 
pB[X,, ,..., X,,] since, as a polynomial in X,, ,..., X,, , fv does not have all of 
its coefficients in n. Hence fi ,..., f,. is a regular sequence in I and gr(l) > T. 
Now the elements fi ,..., fr involve only the top three rows of the matrix M, 
hence if Y > 2, using the remaining rows one can find, as before, at least a 
new element fr+l ~1 such that fi ,..., fT+l is a regular sequence. 
COROLLARY 3.5. If Y, n > 2, gr(q,) > Y  and gr(q,) = r if and only if 
n=r=2. 
Proof. It follows by Lemma 3.4 that gr(q,) > r. I f  gr(q,) > r, by Lemma 
3.4, r = 2. Then gr(q,) < (2 - 2 + I)(n + 1 - 2 + 1) = n by [4], and 
it is easy to check that n < gr(q,). Hence n = r = 2. 
If  n = r = 2, by Lemma 3.4 and again by [4], 2 < gr(q,) < (2 - 2 + 1). 
(3 - 2 + 1) = 2, so gr(qoD) = 2. 
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Now we can prove the following result, which is a considerable strength- 
ening of [2, Theorem 21. 
THEORE~L~ 3.6. Let A be a Cohen-Macaulay ring, a, ,..., a, an A-sequence, 
a = (al ,..., a,), n, Y 2 2. Then S,(an) is Cohen-Macaulay if and only if 
r=n=2. 
Proof. Let X, be a set of indeterminates of cardinality (“+,‘-‘); then 
SA(an) = A[X,]/q and R(A, IF) = A[X,]/q,. By [2, Proposition l] q, . aB C 
q c qu; n aB. Thus the minimal prime ideals of q are minimal prime ideals 
of 9% or of aB. Now if p is a minimal prime ideal of aB then h(p) = 7, and 
since h(q=) 3 Y, p cannot strictly contain any minimal prime ideal of q, , 
hence p is a minimal prime ideal of q. On the other hand if p is a minimal 
prime ideal of qm , p does not contain aB, since a, is not a zero divisor in 
R(A, a%) = A[X,]/q,; hence p is a minimal prime ideal of q. Now since 
(aB, qE) # (l), (aB)lj2, qmlis f  (1). Let %R be a maximal ideal in A[X,] such 
that 9J,J1 -Z ((aB)‘/“, qm112); then YJJJ13 p where p is a minimal prime ideal of 
aB and 9J31Z p’ where p’ is a minimal prime ideal of q, . I f  we suppose that 
SA(an) = A[X,]/q is Macaulay then h(%N/p) + h(p/q) = h(‘iUl/q) = h(!IJI/p’) + 
h(p’/q); it follows that h@lI/p) = h(!IlI/p’) and since A[X,] is Macaulay 
h(p) = h(p’) = Y. Then h(qm) = r, hence by Corollary 3.5, n = Y  = 2. 
Conversely, suppose that h(qm) = Y. Then n = r = 2 and q = (ulX12 - 
a,X,, , a,S,, - a2X1a). We have h(q) = gr(q) = 2, so A[X,]/q is Macaulay 
and the theorem is proved. 
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